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ABSTRACT
Aims. The aim of this work is to identify the true nature of the transient EUV brightenings, called blinkers.
Methods. Co-spatial and co-temporal multi-instrument data, including imaging (EUVI/STEREO, XRT and SOT/Hinode), spectro-
scopic (CDS/SoHO and EIS/Hinode) and magnetogram (SOT/Hinode) data, of an isolated equatorial coronal hole were used. An
automatic program for identifying transient brightenings in CDS O v 629 Å, EUVI 171 Å and XRT was applied.
Results. We identified 28 blinker groups in the CDS O v 629 Å raster images. All CDS O v 629 Å blinkers showed counterparts in
EUVI 171 Å and 304 Å images. We classified these blinkers into two categories, one associated with coronal counterparts and other
with no coronal counterparts as seen in XRT images and EIS Fe xii 195.12 Å raster images. Around two-thirds of the blinkers show
coronal counterparts and correspond to various events like EUV/X-ray jets, brightenings in coronal bright points or foot-point bright-
enings of larger loops. These brightenings occur repetitively and have a lifetime of around 40 min at transition region temperatures.
The remaining blinker groups with no coronal counterpart in XRT and EIS Fe xii 195.12 Å appear as point-like brightenings and
have chromospheric/transition region origin. They take place only once and have a lifetime of around 20 min. In general, lifetimes of
blinkers are diﬀerent at diﬀerent wavelengths, i.e. diﬀerent temperatures, decreasing from the chromosphere to the corona.
Conclusions. This work shows that the term blinker covers a range of phenomena. Blinkers are the EUV response of various transient
events originating at coronal, transition region and chromospheric heights. Hence, events associated with blinkers contribute to the
formation and maintenance of the temperature gradient in the transition region and the corona.
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1. Introduction
The quasi-steady mechanism(s) that sustains the heating of the
outer solar atmosphere and the solar wind is currently under in-
tensive investigation using state-of-the-art ground- and space-
based instrumentation. These observations show that small-scale
salt and pepper like bipolar network magnetic fields constantly
reconfigure themselves on time scales of minutes-to-hours, re-
sulting in a complicated and dynamically evolving solar atmo-
sphere. It is believed that magnetic reconnection and subse-
quent energy release is the major mechanism which can relax
these constantly evolving magnetic field structures. Such small-
scale energy releases seen as sudden brightenings (blinkers or
extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) brightenings), fast plasma ejections
(spicules or EUV/X-ray jets), etc., are omnipresent and have
been reported at diﬀerent heights in the solar atmosphere. It is
crucial to establish links between these diﬀerent events as they
potentially connect the lower and upper solar atmosphere and,
hence, could contribute to the transfer of mass and energy in
the atmosphere (Parker 1988; Schrijver et al. 1997, 1998; Moore
et al. 1999; Winebarger et al. 2002; Yamauchi et al. 2005).
EUV brightenings, also called blinkers, were first reported
by Harrison (1997) in the quiet Sun, at transition region (TR)
temperatures, using the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS;
Harrison et al. 1995) onboard SoHO spacecraft. They show in-
tensity enhancements of a factor of 2–3 (Harrison 1997; Bewsher
et al. 2002) and Doppler velocities of 25–30 km s−1 (Bewsher
et al. 2003) in TR lines like O v 629.77 Å (T ≈ 2.4 × 105 K).
The average lifetime of these EUV brightenings is 16 min
ranging from 6 to 40 min (Bewsher et al. 2002). They have also
been observed in active regions (Walsh et al. 1997; Parnell et al.
2002; Bewsher et al. 2003), with slightly higher Doppler veloc-
ities of 20–40 km s−1 (Bewsher et al. 2003). Corresponding sig-
natures of blinkers were found in chromospheric lines (Brkovic´
et al. 2001; Brkovic´ & Peter 2003; Brooks et al. 2004; Brooks
& Kurokawa 2004). Harrison et al. (1999) derived an average
intensity increase of 4% and 7% in the coronal Mg ix 368.9 Å
and Mg x 624.9 Å lines, respectively, for these events. Bewsher
et al. (2002) also detected a weak response of blinkers in these
lines and concluded “that blinkers have no coronal signatures”,
although “it may be simply that these lines are too weak to detect
anything in”. Priest et al. (2002) suggested from simple physical
models that blinkers can be produced by five diﬀerent physical
mechanisms, namely: the heating of cool spicular material; the
containment of plasma in low-lying loops in the network; the
thermal linking of cool and hot plasma at the feet of coronal
loops; the heating and evaporation of chromospheric plasma in
response to a coronal heating event; and the cooling and draining
of hot coronal plasma when coronal heating is switched oﬀ.
Coronal jets are dynamic features which are observed as
collimated ejections of plasma on small scales. They were
first observed with the solar X-ray telescope onboard the
Yohkoh satellite (Shibata et al. 1992) and are believed to
be the result of magnetic reconnection (Yokoyama & Shibata
1995). The X-ray Telescope (XRT; Golub et al. 2007) on-
board Hinode opened a new era for studying X-ray features
in tens-of-second detail, revealing the association of some jets
with the expansion and eruption of coronal bright point loops
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Fig. 1. From left: CDS O v 629 Å raster, EUVI He ii 304 Å image, EUVI 171 Å image and XRT Al_poly image. The EUVI and XRT images have
the field of view of the CDS raster over-plotted as a black rectangular box. The identified brightenings in CDS, EUVI and XRT are over-plotted
with boxes in the respective images. The diﬀerence in the orientation and the coordinates of the EUVI image with respect to the CDS and XRT
field-of-views is due to the diﬀerence in the viewing angles between STEREO-A and the SoHO and Hinode spacecrafts.
(Shimojo et al. 2007; Filippov et al. 2009; Madjarska 2011).
More recently, Subramanian et al. (2010) completed a statisti-
cal study of X-ray brightenings in coronal holes and quiet Sun
regions. The authors found that more than 70% of the bright-
enings observed in coronal holes were coronal jets. However,
very few jet-like events were observed in the quiet Sun. The au-
thors also suggested that the remaining unresolved X-ray bright-
enings could involve two sided loop reconnection (Shibata et al.
1994) between the emerging flux and the overlying coronal field
or flows in loop structures perhaps triggered by reconnection
shocks from neighbouring regions. For more detailed introduc-
tion see Subramanian et al. (2010) and Madjarska (2011).
An intensity increase, i.e. a brightening, either seen in imager
or spectrometer data can be a signature of various physical pro-
cesses. This study aims at investigating the signature of which
phenomena the EUV brightenings, often referred to as blink-
ers, are? We used state-of-art co-observations from imagers and
spectrometers which presently observe the Sun with unprece-
dented spatial and temporal resolution as well as a spectral cov-
erage of a temperature range which provides a reliable coronal
diagnostic.
The paper is organized as follow: Sect. 2 describes the obser-
vational material. In Sect. 3 we outline the procedure for blinker
identification in images taken in spectral lines or imager pass-
bands covering diﬀerent temperatures, i.e. chromospheric, tran-
sition region or coronal. Section 4 presents the obtained results.
The discussion and conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
2. Data reduction and preparation
Observations obtained with the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT;
Tsuneta et al. 2008), the EUV imaging spectrometer (EIS;
Culhane et al. 2005, 2007) and XRT all onboard Hinode, the
CDS onboard SoHO and the EUV Imager (EUVI; Howard
et al. 2008) onboard STEREO were used in the analysis.
Approximately 10 h of data were taken during a dedicated ob-
serving run of an isolated equatorial coronal hole (ECH) on 2007
November 12.
X-ray images from XRT/Hinode were taken with the
Al_poly filter with a pixel size of 1′′ × 1′′, a field-of-view (FOV)
of 370′′ × 370′′ and a cadence of 40 s. The data were reduced
using xrt_prep.pro which includes despiking, normalisation to
data numbers per second to account for variations in exposure
times, satellite jitter and orbital variation corrections.
EIS/Hinode was observing in a rastering mode with the 2′′
slit. The data consist of a large raster with a FOV of 120′′ × 496′′
followed by 34 small rasters with a FOV of 24′′ × 248′′ taken
with a cadence of 12.5 min, and a pixel size of 2′′ × 1′′. Many
spectral lines were available for analysis, however, in the present
study only the O v 192.9 Å (log Tmax = 5.4 K), Fe viii 185.21 Å
(log Tmax = 5.8 K), Fe x 184.59 Å (log Tmax = 6.0 K) and
Fe xii 195.12 Å (log Tmax = 6.1 K) lines are used. The data were
reduced using eis_prep.pro and were corrected for EIS detector
tilt and satellite orbital variation.
SOT/Hinode provided both Ca ii H images and magne-
tograms. The Ca ii H images were taken with a pixel size of
0.11′′ × 0.11′′ and a cadence of approximately 90 s. The mag-
netograms were taken using the Na i 5896 Å filter with a pixel
size of 0.16′′ × 0.16′′ and a cadence of 90 s. Both datasets were
reduced using fg_prep.pro.
Full disk EUV images from EUVI/STEREO-A were taken
using the 171 Å filter (dominated mostly by Fe ix/x, but in
some instances may have a large contribution from TR lines
such as O v and O vi, more on this below) with a pixel size of
1.6′′ × 1.6′′ and a cadence of 150 s. The images were reduced
with euvi_prep.pro.
CDS/SoHO observed the He i 584.3 Å, He ii 303.78 Å and
303.786 Å (seen in second order; hereafter 304 Å) and
O v 629.77 Å (hereafter 629 Å) lines and a spectral window
centred around 560 Å containing Ca x and Ne vi lines in raster-
ing mode. Only the O v 629 Å data were used in this paper. The
data consist of a large raster with a FOV of 240′′ × 240′′ fol-
lowed by 40 small rasters with a FOV of 40′′ × 124′′ taken with
a cadence of 4 min and a pixel size of 4′′ × 1.68′′. The data were
reduced using the standard software packages for the correction
of missing pixels, cosmic ray hits, CCD bias eﬀects and flat-field
eﬀects. An intensity map of the emission from the spectral win-
dow was obtained by integrating over the spectral line.
The CDS rasters, SOT, EUVI and XRT images were de-
rotated to a common reference time in order to compensate for
the solar rotation. Furthermore, the data from the diﬀerent in-
struments were co-aligned in order to follow the same region at
diﬀerent temperature regimes. The CDS O v 629 Å, the SOT
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Fig. 2. Blinker group 1 from top in CDS
O v 629 Å, EUVI 304 Å, SOT FG mag-
netograms, SOT Ca ii H, EUVI 171 Å
and XRT Al_poly. The corresponding
magnetogram field-of-view from which
the lightcurve of the positive flux was de-
rived, is outlined by the white box on the
SOT FG magnetograms and Ca ii H im-
ages.
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Ca ii H and the magnetogram data were co-aligned with respect
to the TRACE 1550 Å images (which were also taken as part of
the dedicated observing run, but not used in the scientific anal-
ysis presented here). Then the EIS O v 192.90 Å intensity im-
ages were co-aligned with the CDS O v 629 Å ones. The EIS
Fe xii 195.12 Å data were then cross correlated with the XRT
data, which were in turn aligned with the EUVI 171 Å data. The
coordinates are unique to the EUVI image (Fig. 1) and cannot
be compared with the Hinode and SoHO images due to the dif-
ference in the viewing angles between STEREO, Hinode and
SoHO. Figure 1 shows a sample (from left) CDS O v 629 Å
raster, EUVI He ii 304 Å image, EUVI 171 Å image and XRT
image with the field of view of the CDS raster over-plotted as a
rectangular box.
For the present study, we used data taken of a coronal hole
region as they are ideal for this work because of their low
background emission at coronal temperatures when compared
to the quiet Sun or active region corona. The lightcurves were
smoothed with a smoothing window of width 5 for the Ca ii H
and 3 for the rest of the lightcurves. Then the lightcurve values
were normalized with respect to the maximum radiance.
3. Blinker identification
The first step was to identify brightenings in the CDS O v 629 Å
rasters. For this we applied an automated brightening identifi-
cation procedure described in Subramanian et al. (2010). The
procedure finds intensity enhancements in the input light-curves
which are above a user defined intensity threshold together with
the corresponding start and end times. The input light-curves
were made by summing over 1 × 2 pixels2, which is approxi-
mately 4′′ × 3.4′′, and were smoothed over a time window of
3 (i.e. over 3 consecutive images) to remove unwanted spiki-
ness in the background. As CDS was rastering completely in-
side the coronal hole, with no quiet Sun region, we used a single
intensity threshold of 1.45× the background. The program es-
timates locally the background for each lightcurve by eliminat-
ing the identified intensity peaks and averaging over the rest of
the lightcurve. A duration threshold of 45 min was also used
as blinkers can have lifetimes from 6 min to around 40 min
(Bewsher et al. 2002).
The same procedure was used to identify brightenings in
the EUVI 171 Å images and X-ray images with an intensity
threshold of 1.35 × and 2 × the background, respectively, and a
duration threshold of 45 min in order to identify the counterparts
of the CDS blinkers. The input light-curves were made by sum-
ming over 2 × 2 pixels2, which is approximately 3.2′′ × 3.2′′ for
the EUVI 171 Å data and 4 × 4 pixels2, which is approximately,
4′′ × 4′′ for the X-ray data. The intensity thresholds used in this
work were calculated with a trial and error method.
Figure 1 shows sample images with the identified bright-
enings over-plotted. A total of 96 brightenings were identified
in the CDS O v 629 Å raster images. These brightenings were
not uniformly distributed over the field of view, instead a num-
ber of brightenings occurred close to each other, forming clus-
ters. An event bigger than the pixel scale of one light-curve will
have its imprint in adjacent light-curves. Hence, a group of iden-
tified brightenings which occurred close together and showed
similar light-curves and lifetimes, were visually grouped into in-
dividual events. We identified 28 such blinker groups over the
course of our observations in the CDS O v 629 Å data. In ad-
dition to the automatic procedure, each brightening identified in
CDS O v 629 Å was visually cross-correlated with the EUVI
Fig. 3. Light-curves in CDS O v 629 Å (thick black line), EUVI 171 Å
(thin black line), SOT Ca ii H (thin grey line) and XRT Al_poly (thick
grey line) along with the light-curve of the corresponding magnetic
fluxes. The light curve of the positive magnetic flux is shown with a
dotted line. The asterisk symbol indicates the peak in CDS O v 629 Å.
171 Å and X-ray data to search for its counterpart. We found
that all CDS O v 629 Å blinkers have a counterpart in the EUVI
171 Å images, while only 57% of them were present in XRT im-
ages. Thus, we classified the identified blinker groups into two
categories, one with an X-ray counterpart and the other with no
X-ray counterpart.
4. Results
4.1. Blinkers with X-ray counterparts
Out of the 28 identified blinker groups, 16 showed X-ray coun-
terparts in the XRT images with a lifetime of around 40 min
in CDS O v 629 Å. These blinkers were further classified into
two categories, those associated with pre-existing X-ray coronal
bright points and those that were not. A sample of events from
each case are discussed below.
The blinker group 1 (BG1) consisting of 15 automati-
cally identified brightenings in CDS O v 629 Å is shown
in Fig. 2. This figure also shows the blinker group as
seen in EUVI 304 Å (row 2), the corresponding SOT
FG magnetograms in Na i 5896 Å (row 3), SOT Ca ii H
(row 4), EUVI 171 Å (row 5), and X-ray Al_poly (row 6).
Light-curves of BG1 (Fig. 3) in CDS O v 629 Å (thick black
line), EUVI 171 Å (thin black line), SOT Ca ii H (thin grey
line) and XRT Al_poly (thick grey line) along with the light
curve of the associated positive magnetic flux (dotted line) from
the SOT magnetograms clearly show simultaneous intensity en-
hancements in all wavelengths during the brightening event. As
the EUVI 304 Å dataset has a low temporal resolution of one
image every 10 min, we could not use them to follow the struc-
ture and dynamics of blinker groups over their lifetime. In Fig. 2,
BG1 can be seen as an unresolved brightening with an elongated
shape in CDS O v 629 Å and EUVI 304 Å with a lifetime of
45 min in CDS O v 629 Å. They show a sudden brightening
with a faint ejection of plasma, i.e. a coronal jet, in EUVI 171 Å
and XRT Al_poly data with a lifetime of 20 and 16 min,
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Fig. 4. Blinker group 2 from top in CDS
O v 629 Å, EUVI 304 Å, SOT FG mag-
netograms, SOT Ca ii H, EUVI 171 Å
and XRT Al_poly. The corresponding
magnetogram field-of-view from which
the lightcurves of the negative (solid line
box) and positive (dashed line) fluxes
were derived, is outlined on the SOT FG
magnetograms and Ca ii H images.
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Fig. 5. Light-curves of blinker group 2 in CDS O v 629 Å (thick black
line), EUVI 171 Å (thin black line), SOT Ca ii H (thin grey line) and
XRT Al_poly (thick grey line) along with the light-curve of the cor-
responding magnetic fluxes. The light curves of the positive and the
negative magnetic fluxes in absolute value are shown with dotted and
dashed line, respectively. The asterisk symbol represents the peak in
CDS O v 629 Å.
respectively. It is also observed as a chromospheric brightening
in the SOT Ca ii H images with a lifetime of 52 min.
The corresponding magnetogram FOV is marked with a
white box in Fig. 2, rows 3 and 4. In the magnetograms, we ob-
served a cancellation of weak bipolar fluxes prior to the event
and an emergence of a new positive polarity flux during the
course of the event. The light-curve of this newly emerged pos-
itive polarity (Fig. 3) is very similar to the light-curves of the
event in other wavelengths which suggests that the event was
triggered by flux emergence. The brightening disappeared when
the plasma ejection ceased as seen in the EUVI 171 Å and X-ray
images. This blinker/jet falls under the category of an event with
no pre-existing features at coronal temperatures, as discussed
in Subramanian et al. (2010). This type of jets does not have
a repetitive nature and neither do the corresponding blinkers.
Another blinker group, referred to as blinker group 2 (BG2),
is discussed below. Figure 4 shows O v 629 Å data (row 1)
along with EUVI 304 Å images (row 2), SOT FG magne-
tograms (row 3), SOT Ca ii H (row 4), EUVI 171 Å (row 5)
and XRT Al_poly images (row 6), taken over the course of
the blinker event. The magnetic field configuration associated
with this event is marked with a white box (Fig. 4, rows 3
and 4). Figure 5 shows the corresponding light-curves which
have similar intensity enhancements in Ca ii H (thin grey line),
CDS O v 629 Å (thick black line), EUVI 171 Å (thin black line)
and XRT Al_poly (thick grey line) with a lifetime of 50 min,
43 min, 12 min and 8 min in the respective wavelengths. Figure 5
also shows the light-curves of the associated positive (dotted
line) and negative (dashed line) magnetic fluxes (Fig. 4, row 3).
The blinker activity started with the emergence of bipolar
magnetic fluxes in the internetwork region as observed in the
magnetograms. The peak intensity occurred around 04:23 UT
in CDS O v 629 Å. During the course of the event the pre-
existing negative polarity flux along with the emergence of weak
positive polarity fluxes (Fig. 4, row 3, white box), resulted in
a complete cancellation of the weak positive polarities. SOT
Ca ii H images (Fig 4, row 4) clearly show point-like (within the
spatial resolution of the instrument, which is close to 100 km)
Fig. 6. From top, blinker group 3 in CDS O v 629 Å, EUVI 304 Å, SOT
FG magnetograms, SOT Ca ii H, EUVI 171 Å and XRT Al_poly.
brightening activity at chromospheric heights which corresponds
to the strong negative polarity flux. The event is also observed
at coronal heights in the EUVI 171 Å (lower corona) and in the
X-ray Al_poly images as seen in Fig. 4 (rows 5 and 6). The X-ray
images show that loop structures were formed around the peak
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of the blinker activity. No plasma ejections were observed in this
event at coronal heights. We can only speculate that the cancel-
lation of the bipolar fluxes triggered the brightening of a pre-
existing loop structure. The loop structure disappeared with the
blinker event.
Though we see BG2 prominently in the EUVI and X-ray
data, it was not identified by the identification procedure. As
BG2 was followed by the formation of a coronal bright point, the
corresponding light curves were dominated by this bright point
(Fig. 5) at coronal temperatures (EUVI 171 Å and X-rays). This
caused an estimation of a very high local background and cor-
responding brightening identification threshold. Consequently,
the BG2 which has a weaker radiance with respect to the bright
point’s radiance but a clear presence at coronal temperatures,
was not identified by the automatic procedure. This example
shows the limitations of our automated identification procedure
which needs to be coupled with additional visual inspection in
cases such as BG2.
During BG2 another positive polarity flux emerged (Fig. 4,
row 3, dotted box) which moved away from the negative
polarity flux discussed above (Fig. 4, row 3, solid box), re-
sulting in the formation of a coronal bright point. Once the
coronal bright point was formed at TR temperatures, it rose
quickly to higher coronal temperatures (X-rays), producing a
coronal jet in this region at around 05:15 UT with a correspond-
ing blinker activity. The bright point produced two more coro-
nal jets/blinkers over the course of our observations. The bright
point also showed another 6 blinker events with no coronal jets.
As coronal bright points can have a range of lifetimes from 8
to 50 h or longer (Golub et al. 1974; Ugarte-Urra et al. 2004),
they are likely to produce several jets and blinkers over their
lifetime. This blinker/jet falls under the category of events asso-
ciated with a coronal bright point detected at X-ray temperatures
(Subramanian et al. 2010).
4.2. Blinkers with no X-ray counterparts
The twelve remaining blinker groups, with a lifetime of around
20 min in CDS O v 629 Å, showed no detectable counterparts in
the XRT images. One such group is discussed below, referred to
as blinker group 3 (BG3).
Figure 6 shows BG3, consisting of two identified brighten-
ings observed in CDS O v 629 Å (row 1), EUVI 304 Å (row 2)
and EUVI 171 Å (row 5), while the XRT Al_poly (row 6)
showed no corresponding activity. The SOT FG magnetograms
do not show any prominent changes of the magnetic fluxes
(row 3) over the course of the event and no corresponding bright-
ening could be detected in the Ca ii H data (row 4). This strongly
suggests that the energy deposition occurred at TR heights.
Figure 7 also shows the light-curves of BG3 in CDS O v 629 Å
(thick black line), EUVI 171 Å (thin black line), SOT Ca ii H
(thin grey line) and XRT Al_poly (thick grey line). The light-
curves can be seen to peak simultaneously in CDS O v 629 Å and
EUVI 171 Å. The lifetime of BG3 is 26 min in CDS O v 629 Å,
while it is 13 min in EUVI 171 Å. This type of blinker group
shows a brightening with no visible plasma ejection at coronal
heights.
4.3. Blinkers in EIS
From the above results, the question remains as to whether the
observed EUVI and X-ray blinker counterparts are real coronal
Fig. 7. Light-curves during blinker group 3 in CDS O v 629 Å (thick
black line), EUVI 171 Å (thin black line), SOT Ca ii H (thin grey line)
and XRT Al_poly (thick grey line). The asterisk symbol indicates the
peak in CDS O v 629 Å.
counterparts of blinkers or not. Both the EUVI 171 Å and the
XRT Al_poly filters have a wide temperature response includ-
ing TR temperatures (around log T = 5.5 K). This motivated
us to investigate blinkers further using spectroscopic data from
Hinode/EIS which is currently the best spectrometer for study-
ing coronal features. We could not study the brightening events
discussed above with EIS, as the corresponding CDS data did
not have an overlap with the EIS field-of-view. Hence, we used
only the large raster from EIS which overlaps with the CDS large
raster. Our study has clearly indicated so far that any blinker
found in CDS O v 629.62 Å has a counterpart in EUVI 171 Å.
Therefore, brightening events identified in the coronal hole in
EUVI 171 Å data were used (Fig. 8) to study blinker counter-
parts in the EIS observations. Figure 8 shows the intensity maps
of the large EIS raster along with the EUVI 171 Å and XRT
image of the same region. We detected 22 brightening events in
the EUVI 171 Å images that correspond to the field-of-view and
timing of the large EIS raster. Out of the 22 brightening events,
EIS rastered 12 of them over the course of the raster and all
12 events were clearly observed in the EIS O v 192.90 Å rasters.
Similar to SDO/AIA 171 Å filter studied recently by Del Zanna
et al. (2011), the EUVI 171 Å filter has strong contribution from
TR emission which is coming from O v and vi lines along with
Fe ix which is sensitive to very cool, down to log T = 5.5 K
emission. Single Gaussian line fit was applied to the EIS data to
derive the intensity map, except for the O v 192.90 Å line which
is blended in the blue wing by an Fe xi line. The two lines were
separated by applying a double Gaussian line fit. Comparison of
the CDS O v 629 Å and EIS O v 192.90 Å rasters (Fig. 9) clearly
shows that we successfully subtracted the Fe xi contribution.
The coronal hole is indistinguishable in the O v 192.90 Å line
(log Tmax = 5.4 K), while the Fe viii 185.21 Å line (log Tmax =
5.8 K) shows a trace of the coronal hole. The coronal hole is
clearly visible in the Fe x 184.590 Å and Fe xii 195.12 Å coro-
nal lines. The He ii 256 Å line is the spectral line with the low-
est formation temperature available in the EIS spectral range.
However, the interpretation of this line is complicated by blends
with Si x 256.37 Å, Fe xiii 256.42 Å and Fe xii 256.41 Å.
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Fig. 8. EIS rasters of an ECH region from 2007 November 12. From left, EIS O v 192.90 Å and Fe viii 185.21 Å intensity plots, EUVI 171 Å
image over-plotted with the brightenings identified as green boxes, EIS Fe x 184.590 Å and Fe xii 195.12 Å intensity plots, XRT Al_poly image.
Box symbols over-plotted on the O v 629 Å and Fe xii 195.12 Å rasters show the 12 EUVI 171 Å brightening events, with and without coronal
counterparts at Fe xii temperatures. The boxes over-plotted on the Fe viii 185.21 raster mark events with no coronal counterpart in Fe xii 195.12.
Fig. 9. From left: EIS large raster in O v 192.90 Å having common a
FOV with the CDS large raster in O v 629 Å taken approximately at the
same time.
4.4. Blinkers with EIS Fe xii counterparts
Out of the 12 EUVI 171 Å brightenings observed by EIS,
4 of them showed counterparts in the EIS Fe viii 185.21 Å,
Fe x 184.590 Å and Fe xii 195.12 Å lines and were associated
with an X-ray jet. An example event, B1, is discussed below.
Figure 10 (left) shows a sequence of XRT Al_poly and EUVI
171 Å images during the event. The images show a coronal
bright point and a coronal jet along with the disappearance of
part of the bright point. This bright point persisted throughout
the 10 hours of XRT Al_poly observations, producing multiple
coronal jets.
Figure 10 (bottom) shows the light-curves of the blinker
event B1 in XRT and EUVI 171 Å. This event falls under the
category of a blinker associated with an X-ray coronal bright
point jet.
The brightening B2, which is marked in Fig. 8, is another
example of a blinker event with an X-ray jet. Fig. 11 (right)
shows the event as seen in X-rays and EUVI 171 Å. Figure 11
(bottom) shows the light-curves of the jet peaking simultane-
ously in X-rays (thick line) and EUVI Fe 171 Å (thin line). This
event falls under the category of blinkers with an X-ray jet, but
lacking a pre-existing coronal bright point in X-rays.
Four more events showed counterparts in EIS
Fe viii 185.21 Å, Fe x 184.590 Å and Fe xii 195.12 Å
with no observable plasma ejection in X-rays. An example
event, B3, is discussed below. Plasma ejection associated with
the blinker event/X-ray jet B2 (discussed above) triggered
brightenings in the nearby loop structures giving rise to B3,
as seen in the EUVI 171 Å images, which then rose to higher
coronal temperatures (log T = 6.0 K and above). The blinker
event B3 as seen in the EIS O v 192.90 Å is probably the
brightening of TR loops and/or their footpoint brightening.
This event belongs to the category of blinkers associated with
unresolved X-ray brightenings as discussed by Subramanian
et al. (2010).
4.5. Blinkers with no EIS Fe xii counterparts
The remaining 4 events showed no counterpart to the blinker in
the EIS Fe x 184.590 Å and Fe xii 195.12 Å lines. Although one
event was identified in X-rays, the remaining 3 events did not
have a counterpart in X-rays. Two events showed correspond-
ing point-like brightening in the EIS Fe vii 185.21 Å intensity
maps (see Fig. 8), while the other two showed only a dispersed
brightening in that area.
A sample brightening event B4, which is marked in Fig. 8,
is discussed below. The event is clearly distinguishable in the
EIS O v 192.90 Å line. In XRT data, this event falls under
the category of unresolved brightening with no plasma ejection.
While in the EUVI 171 Å images (Fig. 12), a point-like bright-
ening (within the spatial resolution of the instrument, which
is a few arcseconds) was observed with a corresponding for-
mation/brightening of a loop structure, giving rise to another
brightening B5 at the other end of the observed loop struc-
ture. The brightening B5 itself is a small loop structure in the
EUVI 171Å images and it was not identified in X-rays. In the
EIS Fe viii 185.21 Å line, brightening B4 showed a point-like
brightening (again, within the spatial resolution of the instru-
ment, similar to EUVI), while B5 could not be identified. The
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Fig. 10. The coronal bright point jet B1 Fig. 8) showing expan-
sion and eruption of loop structures as observed in XRT Al_poly and
EUVI 171 Å images. The bottom panel shows the light-curves of the
blinker event B1 peaking simultaneously in XRT (grey line) and EUVI
171 Å (black line).
B5 appearance in the EUVI 171 Å pass-band is, therefore, due to
the contribution of TR emission as discussed earlier (Sect. 4.3).
Figure 12 shows the light-curve of the brightening B4 in X-rays
and EUVI 171 Å.
5. Discussion and conclusions
The aim of the present study was to identify the true nature of the
transient EUV brightenings, called blinkers, or, in other words,
to find what causes the observed transient brightenings. We also
investigated whether they have coronal signature, i.e., the link
between EUV and coronal transient features, thereby the contri-
bution of events associated with blinkers to coronal heating.
Twenty eight blinker groups were identified in CDS
O v 629 Å raster images. All of them showed a counterpart
in EUVI 171 Å and 304 Å images and 57% of them showed
counterpart in X-rays. Although, blinkers were seen in EUVI
171 Å and X-ray images, the question on whether they can
reach coronal temperatures remained open, due to the signif-
icant contribution of transition-region emission to the 171 Å
pass-band and X-ray Al poly filters. A set of 12 blinker groups
automatically identified in EUVI 171 Å were studied with EIS
in order to determine whether these brightenings have a coro-
nal counterpart. Out of the 12 blinker groups, 8 were found to
have an EIS Fe xii 195.12 Å counterpart suggesting that events
Fig. 11. The brightening B2 associated coronal jet and no pre-existing
coronal feature (Fig. 8) showing plasma ejection as observed in XRT
Al_poly and EUVI 171 Å images. The bottom panel shows the light-
curves of the blinker event B2 peaking simultaneously in XRT (grey
line) and EUVI 171 Å (black line).
associated with the blinkers can release thermal energy directly
in the solar corona. We found, in general, that blinkers are asso-
ciated with various coronal events, e.g. EUV/X-ray jets, bright-
enings in small-scale loops (coronal bright points) or foot-point
brightenings of larger loops.
Brightening events having no counterparts in X-rays and/or
in EIS Fe xii 195.12 Å were also studied. They appear as point-
like brightenings in CDS O v Å and EUVI 171 Å images.
As they do not reach coronal temperatures (≥log T = 6.0 K),
they certainly are associated with chromospheric features, e.g.
larger spicules (O’Shea et al. 2005; Madjarska et al. 2006, 2011;
Sterling et al. 2010) or have transition region origin, e.g. flows
in small scale TR loops (Teriaca et al. 2004; Subramanian et al.
2008). Even these blinkers reach lower coronal heights (upto
log T = 5.8 K). We found that some blinkers were clearly asso-
ciated with newly emerging magnetic flux which caused the for-
mation of loop structures seen in EUVI 171 Å and X-ray images.
Both the loops and the blinkers faded away as the bipolar fluxes
drifted away from each other similar to the quiet Sun blinker
event studied by Subramanian et al. (2008), thereby confirming
this to be one of the mechanisms responsible for blinkers.
Blinkers with coronal counterpart occur repetitively and have
a lifetime of around 40 min at transition region temperatures,
while blinkers with no coronal counterpart, i.e. with transition
region/chromosphere origin, happen only once and have a dura-
tion of 20 min in average. In general, lifetimes of blinkers are
diﬀerent at diﬀerent wavelengths, i.e. diﬀerent temperatures, de-
creasing from the chromosphere to the corona.
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Fig. 12. Brightening events B4 and B5 (Fig. 8) with no coronal coun-
terparts in Fe xii 195.12 as observed in XRT Al_poly (top) and EUVI
171 Å (bottom) images. The bottom panel shows the light-curve of the
brightening in X-rays and EUVI 171 Å.
The above results show that the term blinker is a “catch-
all” term for a vast range of transient events of coronal,
transition-region or chromospheric origin. We find that the blink-
ers with coronal counterpart (≥log T = 6.0 K) are associated
with coronal activities and the blinkers with no counterpart
above log T = 6.0 K are associated with chromospheric features.
Thus, up-flows from the chromosphere and down-flows from
the corona associated with these blinkers do contribute to the
formation and maintenance of the temperature gradient in the
transition region.
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